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TVCC EVENTS CALENDAR – MAY 2020 ONWARDS [21/5/20]
COVID-19. SUSPENSION OF ALL TVCC ACTIVITIES.
All Runs and Meetings continue to be suspended due to the COVID-19 situation.
Although COVID restrictions are being eased, it is not expected that any events will take place before July.
The situation with Runs and Meetings is:
Pie Runs:
These all comprise sit down meals and a current restriction of 10 people per venue applies. On 22 May 2020 it
has been advised that from 1 June 2020 the NSW Government will allow pubs, clubs, cafes and restaurants to
have up to 50 customers, subject to a one person per four square metre rule, and with strict social distancing
guidelines. There are many other additional conditions which must be met, so we will have to carefully consider
all of the requirements before arranging any runs.
Monthly Runs:
Currently outdoor public gatherings are limited to 10 people. It has been predicted that this number will be
eased to 20 people, but nothing has been announced so nothing can be confirmed.
When Monthly Runs do re-commence, they will initially all be outdoors.
If it eventuates that gatherings of 20 are allowed and the Club proceeds to hold runs, then members should preadvise the coordinator of their intention to participate so the coordinator can comply with the cut off numbers to
avoid disappointment and embarrassment.
Monthly Meetings:
The Salvation Army Meeting Room is closed and is not expected to be available for some time.
Monthly meetings will therefore continue to be held via Zoom video link at the same time and date that our
normally meetings were scheduled to be held.
Our next monthly meeting in June will be by Zoom on 18th June at 7.30.
More precise information regarding Runs and Meetings will be forwarded to members as the situation evolves.
EVENTS:
North West Rally at Moree on 6-8 June 2020 has been postponed until 2021.
Boggabri Tractor Display on 19 July has been postponed to Sunday 20 September 2020.
24-25 October 2020. CHMC (Bush Council) 50th Anniversary celebrations at Raymond Terrace. (Full details
are included in the magazine). It is not a rally but you could take your heritage vehicle if desired.
Note: An excursion to the Dubbo Zoo was being investigating in September 2020. However, due to
uncertainties it is proposed that the above CHMC 50th Anniversary celebrations be substituted, and the Dubbo
excursion be considered at a future date.
COVID-19. PLEASE NOTE:
It is obvious that understanding the current COVID-19 situation, together with trying to comprehend the
progressive easing and continuous amendments to restrictions, can easily lead to confusion, misunderstanding
and misconceptions.
The restrictions are all designed to reduce the spread of the virus and our Club is also aware that most of our
members are of a senior and elderly nature who are at the most risk of serious infection. You will therefore
understand our need to ensure that all activities we organise must comply with the current requirements.
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THE PRESIDENT’S COLUMN
We certainly live in strange times. The logic, based on medical advice and firmly applied to bring our state into
lockdown, appears to have diminished somewhat with decisions being made to ease restrictions. I realise that
we need an economy after COVID-19 fades into the background but we certainly don’t want the volume of
cases and deaths experienced elsewhere in the world. For the time being I am urging us all to hasten slowly as
we emerge from effectible quarantine.
Over June we have been monitoring closely the easing restrictions on our potential to restart club activities but
also the spread or otherwise (hopefully) of COVID-19. The vast majority of us are in the “at risk’ category due
to our age or pre-existing medical conditions. We are hopeful that we will be able to resume some of our runs in
July, but this will require us to navigate a complex set of rules. The last thing we want to do is to start up
activities only to have to stop them again. When we know, we will contact all our members via our email list.
Some of you are not on this list, so we will try and contact you by phone or text message.
Our June meeting has been scheduled using ZOOM. We have been given a 7.30 pm to 9.00pm time slot. If you
are on the email list, you should have received an invitation by now. Closer to the time, Draft June Minutes and
an Agenda will be sent to you. As soon as we are able, we will return to our regular meeting room at the
Salvation Army Centre.
In May the CHMC to which Alan and I are delegates, participated in the "Historic Vehicle Industry Working
Group” teleconference. The Historic Vehicle Industry is a very diverse group encompassing cars, trucks, motor
cycles, 4 wheel drives (all of which can be original or modified) and various race vehicles. As you could
imagine there are sometimes conflicting agendas. To date, the format of a permanent Log Book has not been
determined. Nothing has been ruled in or out. A further round of workshops was scheduled for this month but
current restrictions impact on this. So for now we continue to use the existing sheet.
In this edition there are details about membership renewal; nominations for committee positions 20-21; and
conduct of our AGM. Even though our club costs have remained static throughout the COVID-19 restrictions,
we have no reason to raise our annual membership fee, so it will remain at $45. Please consider supporting your
club by membership of the committee. I am a firm believer that you get back more from your club membership
and participation than you give.
Enjoy your garage projects. Current advice is that you can use your Log Book days for approved purposes.
Drivers need to satisfy themselves that their vehicle use is within the regulations applied at that time. I’ve had
the Mercedes over to Chris Lang for a couple of jobs and I have to confess I had missed having it out and about.
Currently its cruise control module is off being repaired. Its satisfying to know that in Australia we have a
developing industry that is able to repair various electronic modules in cars. It easy to think that this is a
phenomenon of “modern” cars, but think back to when Holden and Ford introduced electronic componentry
into their vehicles? Was it 1980 or earlier?
I’m looking forward to taking my HVS cars on my local circuit in the near future and to catching up with our
club family on some runs. Until then, remain safe and please don’t take unnecessary risks with your health.

Peter Wright
PS: In my CHMC role I have received an update on the use of HVS / CVS vehicles. I’ll attempt to paraphrase
the relevant information from our tele-meeting.
There is now no limit on travel within NSW. HVS / CVS vehicles can be used for travel provided that Log
Book entries are made for each day’s use.
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There is a current directive not to gather in groups of greater than 10 regardless of the venue’s total capacity.
The NSW Police advise that if a club organises an “event” the number of participants should be limited to 10.
Having more than one group of 10 at any destination / venue will be regarded as an attempt to circumvent the
Regulation. There are also record keeping requirements. Hopefully this will soon be relaxed.
I have been provided with the actual gazetted Regulation but as you would appreciate this is in legal speak and
not easy to navigate but I’m happy to send it to those wishing to satisfy their “Bush Lawyer” instincts.
My summation for our club is:
No club runs until the gathering size limit is raised to 20 or more. Anything less would be too difficult to
monitor. We will probably need to formalise our records of participation along the lines of restaurants and clubs
for use when runs recommence.
Use of your HVS vehicle is no longer limited provided you fill out your Log Book. (We do not have any HVS
vehicles NOT on the Log Book)
*****************************************************************************************

VALE
Cherie Hillier
It is with great sadness that we learnt of Cherie’s passing on 13th April 2020.
John and Cherie moved here from Wauchope and joined our Club in 2017. Although Cherie had indifferent
health for some time, they were very active participants within the Club by attending meetings and going on
runs in their Toyota Crown.
The funeral will be restricted to family due to the COVID-19 restrictions. A larger gathering may be considered
when the restrictions are eased.
Our sympathies go to John and family for the loss of a lovely person.

John & Cherie receiving their trophy for Best Post War Vehicle in 2018 for their 1979 Toyota Crown
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TAMWORTH VINTAGE CAR CLUB Inc.
MINUTES OF ORDINARY MEETINGS
The minutes of Ordinary General Meetings will no longer be printed in this
journal.
These minutes are available on the Tamworth Vintage Car Club website;
www.TamworthVintageCarClub.com.au
Should you wish to have a printed copy of the minutes and do not have access to the
internet, please contact one of your Committee members.

Sponsorship
We are pleased to advise that the postage for distribution of “The Tamworth Spark”
is now being sponsored by
“Bearfast / Bearquip”.
We would like to thank the management and staff for their support. We would also
like to recommend that you in turn support this local company when next you are
considering a home, business, agricultural or car related purchase.
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THE DINKUM OIL
A drop from the Council of Heritage Motor Clubs to keep you going
Council has taken some measures to minimise potential contact with the Covid 19 virus.
Member Clubs may find measures similar to these relevant when planning or carrying out Club
activities.
th October, and
an application for this postponement has been made to the NSW Dept of Fair Trading.

before 24th October will continue in office until then. This resolution is necessary for
Council’s continued functions to be performed legally.
s are now prohibited as the Chief Medical Officer’s social distances or
Government regulations must be observed.

executive/management committee. Should it hold or promote events, contrary to advice
from relevant government authorities, which expose members and the general public to
risk, including that of infection, it is likely our insurers may take issue and disallow claims.
e information to its member
Clubs, but the traditional means of doing this will necessarily change.

documents, handling of cash or cheques) to those instances where electronic
communication is not possible.

instead be made by phone or surface mail.

that those with good electronic communication abilities may pass information to those
with lesser or no such ability.

management of Covid 19 change.
Further information and entry forms (where applicable) may be obtained from Council’s website
www.heritagemotoringcouncil.org.au or from Secretary Kathy Booby

*****************************************************************************************
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ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Tamworth Vintage Car Club Inc.
The following notification provides details for the 2020 Annual General Meeting:
DATE: Thursday 20 August 2019
TIME: 7.30 pm
PLACE: Salvation Army Hall meeting room. 328 Goonoo Goonoo Road, Tamworth. (Subject to COVID -19
restrictions).
BUSINESS:
(a) Confirm the minutes of the last preceding Annual General Meeting
(b) Receive reports upon the activities of the Club during the preceding financial year
(c) Elect office bearers of the Club and ordinary members of the Committee
(d) Receive and consider financial statements
Election of Members
Nominations of candidates for election as office bearers or as members of the Committee
(a) Shall be made in writing, signed by 2 members of the Club and have the written consent of the
candidate, and
(b) Shall be delivered to the Secretary not less than 7 days before the date fixed for the holding of the
annual general meeting at which the election is to take place.
If you wish to nominate someone for a position, we have relaxed the requirement for a formal Nomination
Form. The nomination can be by email and sent to aearly@bigpond.net.au Please ensure the person you are
nominating has given their consent.

ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
Membership fees are due by 31st July 2020.
The amount is $45.00 and can be paid by cheque or direct deposit. It is unlikely that our July meeting will be
held at the Salvation Army Meeting Room so please forward cheques to: The Secretary. PO Box 3275 West
Tamworth 2340
Direct Deposits can be made to:
BSB 802298.
Account Number: 100008533.
Account Name: Tamworth Vintage Car Club.

It is requested that no payments be made before 1st July
(to avoid end of financial year complications.)
*****************************************************************
ZOOM
For those who participated in our May monthly meeting using Zoom, you should now have a Zoom App on
your computer or phone. Please do not delete this if you want to join another of our meetings as having the
Zoom App makes it easier to connect again.
The procedure:
5 minutes before the meeting commences:
Click on the Zoom App.
Then enter the Meeting ID number.
Then enter the Password.
You will then be taken directly to the meeting.
The Tamworth Spark
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COUNCIL OF HERITAGE MOTOR CLUBS - 2021 ANNUAL RALLY.
The Temora Antique Motor Club has offered to host next year’s CHMC Annual Rally.
The Rally will be held from Friday April 9th to Monday April 12th 2021.
This is the weekend after Easter.
Entry forms and additional information will be sent out in due course.

Council of Heritage Motor Clubs - NSW Inc.
Address all correspondence to:

11th May 2020
email

The Secretary, CHMC
PO Box 229
GOULBURN NSW 2580
secretarychmc@gmail.com

Dear Members
As you may be aware, this year represents 50 years since the formation of a motoring council (now
known as Council of Heritage Motor Clubs Inc.) to represent heritage motoring clubs located in country
New South Wales.
Later this year 24th and 25th October CHMC is holding a special weekend at Raymond Terrace to
celebrate this milestone, and as a supporting club we would like to see as many of your members attend
this function as possible.
We have decided to hold our annual general meeting, (which had to be postponed due to the covid19
pandemic) on Saturday 24th October, followed by a 3-course gala dinner, that evening, with special
guest speaker, cartoonist Warren Brown. This promises to be a great evening of looking back at some
of the great times we have shared over the years and the opportunity to catch up with friends who we
would normally meet at our annual rally. For those who would like to stay a bit longer, a rally to places
of interest in the area has been arranged for Sunday 25th (including a BBQ lunch provided free by
Maitland Classic Motor Association).
The meeting and dinner will be held at the Motto Farm Motel at Raymond Terrace where rooms have
been reserved ($150 per night including a full breakfast). Please make your own bookings by phoning
49871211.
I know of one club who are intending to add a few days to their stay and have a good look around the
Hunter, including some of the great wineries in the area.
Please find attached a form for completion by those attending. This is required to obtain numbers for
catering purposes. Could you please complete this and forward to the secretary as per details at the
bottom of the form. Feel free to copy extras if required.
I trust you will encourage participation by your members and would like to thank your club for their
continuing support.
I look forward to seeing you then
Ray Ives
President CHMC
The Tamworth Spark
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CHMC 50th Anniversary Dinner Saturday 24th October & Run with BBQ
Lunch Sunday 25th October 2020
Entrant’s name: ……………………………………………… Passenger’s name: …………………………………………………
Address: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….
Phone: ………………………………………

Email: …………………………………………………………………………………

Club: …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………

Date
Saturday
October 24th

Event
AGM
Morning Tea

Price

Number

Provided by
CHMC

Amount
No Charge

Numbers Reqd

Saturday
October 24th

AGM
BBQ Lunch

Available for
delegates &
observers $15
Numbers Reqd

Saturday
October 24th

3 Course
Gala Dinner

$45 per head

Sunday
October 25th

Car Run with
BBQ lunch

Provided by
Maitland Classic
Motor Assocn
Numbers Reqd

TOTAL

---

Numbers Reqd

---

No Charge

---

Please email entry to: secretarychmc@gmail.com
Post entry & cheque to: Secretary, CHMC, PO Box 229, Goulburn 2580
Payment for Gala Dinner & Sat. Lunch by EFT to;
NAB
Account Name: CHMC NSW Inc
BSB: 082 711
Account No: 11511 8084
Reference for EFT:

your Surname & Club initials (if space available)

Cheques payable to: CHMC NSW Inc
*****************************************************************************************
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Fitting factory power steering 1958 Chevrolet convertible.
When we purchased our 58 Chevrolet convertible
it was fitted with factory power steering, though
when we restored the car I didn’t refit it as I
thought it would be impossible to convert to right
hand drive (RHD). On the photograph of the cowl
tag ACC ..PWS denotes power windows and
power steering as being factory fitted.

However when the convertible was finally on the
road we found the steering to be uncomfortably
heavy. I didn’t expect this as our 57 Chev has
nice, light steering, aided by a large diameter
steering wheel. In 1958 Chevrolet moved the
steering box to the front of the chassis, very
similar to a HQ Holden, I am not sure if this had
anything to do with the heavy steering.
So, how to improve the steering on the 58? These
models had the power steering pump on the back
of the generator and utilised a hydraulic ram type
system. Fortunately this was actually still on our
car when we bought it. However all the brackets,
the hydraulic ram, the valve and the hoses were
different to RHD vehicles. There is a RHD 1962
Pontiac parts car at the back of Jock Hoy’s shed
and, luckily, it still had the valve and brackets.

In Australia Pontiacs of this era actually had
Chevrolet running gear, so everything fitted
The Tamworth Spark

perfectly, though all the brackets were cracked
from years of use and required a lot of repairing.
The power steering ram is also unique to RHD
cars and I was fortunate to get one from a
gentleman in Melbourne who had a batch
specially made.

Once everything was fitted I worked out the
length the hoses needed to be and had them made
locally. This was very time consuming as I had to
ensure there was proper clearance when the
wheels went from lock to lock. The hoses are
approximately six feet long, whereas they are
only about two feet long on a left hand drive car.

The workshop manual was hopeless in describing
how to bleed and adjust the system but I stumbled
across a YouTube video of a guy fitting the same
system to his 1970’s Chevrolet Corvette and his
explanation was excellent. General Motors went
to a more modern system, again similar to a HQ
Holden, in 1965 but for some reason stuck with
the old ram type in Corvettes until 1982. Our
convertible now has excellent steering and
surprisingly for a car of this era, it has good road
feel.

Paul Boyd.
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In the shed at Moore Creek.
In an effort to keep myself occupied
during our current restrictions on movement I
decided that I would attack the 1975 Triumph
2500TC and get a bit done on it. This was
approved by Margaret with the over-rider “Don’t
spend money on it”, so with an extra restriction I
set out a plan.

Firstly I moved William’s, my grandson,
73 Celica out of the centre of the shed and
replaced it with the Triumph. William’s Celica
has been turned from yellow to its current state of
refurbishment by Andrew and I, as you can see
Andrew has repaired under the bonnet and
painted it the blue that William selected, I think it
is a BMW blue. I have replaced bits in the
engine bay after cleaning and it is ready to get
fired up and then into more body work by
Andrew. Due to the time we think it will take to
do a good job William has purchased a 1993
Pulsar Hatchback to drive about when he is
licenced.
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The Triumph went on the stands and I got
underneath to do a grease, do you know that the
half shafts on the suspension have grease nipples
at either end, the one on the diff end is easy to get
at but on the wheel end it is enclosed in a swing
arm. To get at it I had to pull off the wheel,
brake drum and remove the shaft, pump in the
grease and put it back together, thankfully not
something to be done every 1000 miles.

I then lined the boot area using heavy felt
that I had in the cupboard (no cost involved) and
also used 5mm sheets of hard plastic I had in the
shed which can be heated and shaped to make
new backing boards (no costs involved). I
sourced a new light for the luggage area from a
mate and installed that (no cost involved). Next
job was to make the shelves for the parcel trays,
again 5mm plastic and felt. To cover the front
bars of the parcel trays I had to buy $80 worth of
vinyl and I recovered them. I then made up cards
for other interior panels in the firewall, ‘B’ pillars
and under the rear quarter glass windows and
recovered them.
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That’s been my interest for the past couple of
months and whilst there is not a lot to show for it
I have kept myself happy and content. Every
now and then I start up the motor and listen to it,
it does sound a lot better after an oil change. I
am now looking for a Kienzle clock to replace the
one that tells perfect time twice a day. More
work to be done in the future.

Greg Campbell 22/5/20
AROUND THE SHEDS - ALAN EARLY
Being off the road for a couple of months
provided a good opportunity to do some heavy
overhaul on the blue Dodge.

The real fun involves cutting your own gaskets,
and of course they always wait until the very last
cut before the knife slips. No good putting bodgie
gaskets in so it’s back to the drawing board to
make a new one. Another Oh dearie me!
It will be right to go when the runs start up again,
and all this will be a good job out of the way.
Maree thinks it is OK as it has kept me occupied
in the shed. I rang the bell one day for morning
tea and got a mouthful of cheek!
The 1924 Dodge is at the upholsters for fitting out
which will include hood and side curtains:

It got jacked up and the clutch, gearbox and tail
shaft removed, as well as the steering gear.
Getting the clutch and gearbox out of these old
timers is always good fun, and the old Dodge
didn’t disappoint. So after the occasional Oh
dearie me, out they all came and stripped down.

After that the doors and running boards go back
on and it will be ready for registration. Then some
shake-down runs which will be really interesting.

A new clutch plate plus bearings and seals in the
gearbox were required, together with an overhaul
of the universal joints, and a new seal in the diff.
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The AH Sprite saga
Michael Jeanes
As some of you may recall my 1964 Austin
Healey Sprite blew a welsh plug about a year ago.
This meant that it was taken off the road with the
inevitable “I may as well sort out the (insert
appropriate issue) while it’s in the garage”

The replecment shock kit came with the relevant
mounting brackets. These required the drilling of
an additional mounting hole – surprisingly
straight forward – so that the bracket, with the
mounting point for the top og the telescopic
shock, could be fitted, using the existing two
holes at its base.

The car suffered from sagging rear springs
(particularly on the driver’s side) and very worn
lever arm shock absorbers.

The original shock absorbers and sagged
springs
Expert advice suggested that a conversion from
lever arm shocks to telescopic would not only
improve the ride but also be cheaper than having
the original shocks reconditioned. It was also
advised that replacing bthe rear springs with new
ones would only be marginally dearer than having
the originals reset. Both of these advisements
were taken.

The replacement springs and shock absorbers
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The shock absorber adaptor bracket, using the
new upper mounting hole
The new rear springs, which came with new
bushes and rubbers were easily fitted and the
lower mount for the telescopic shock attached to
the existing shock mount on the spring / axle
plate.

The completed modification looks as if it came
from the factory
All in all, a very satisfying and easily
accomplished job
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PETER WRIGHT’S HUMBER HAWK
PROGRESS
Some of you would wonder why I would spend so
much time and effort of a little known British car
of equally little value. The answer is really quite
simple, I’ve always wanted one that was manual
with overdrive. This means an imported car with
all its associated tin rot issues. On the surface, the
car I bought was a good one. A little visible rust
below the rear window and a gearbox in need of a
replacement input shaft. A simple repair and it
would be on the road! Famous last words.

Recently Andrew and I spent a very cold Saturday
afternoon, my car said it was 8 degrees outside,
and we tackled placing the front and back strips
and then drilling holes for the clips to hold them
on the replacement door skins.

A master a work! Not me, in case you were
wondering.
All I can say is this didn’t quite work out the way
I had initially thought. A total bare metal strip
down ensued, revealing the known rust but also
exposing much more. We are now on the home
run. I am indebted to Andrew Campbell for his
body repair and painting skills that he so willingly
has shared. Whilst I may have “fettled” some of
the body Andrew has brought real “finesse” to the
project, and having come this far, as every door
gap and closure improves I can almost feel a tinge
of excitement building.

While waiting for Andrew to free up some time
and space in his shed I have attacked two jobs
within my skill set. I know that some people get
annoyed at the thought of non-period radios but I
spend most of time as a solo driver, so the
convenience of a more modern radio is a must for
me. That said, the standard single DIN size does
not fit with the Cubby Box size where a radio
resided in 1961. I decided to tuck a modern radio
away under the dash in place of the ash tray that I
don’t use.

The colour scheme Iam aiming for is this one. As
its an imported car, I believe the correct colour
names are Biarritz Blue bottom with Haze Blue
top and side flash.

The side flash brings its own complexity with two
thin chrome strips framing it along the sides.
The Tamworth Spark

My efforts are a timber box covered to in the
same vinyl as used to recover the top of the dash
area. The result is quite pleasing. As aside, the
cheap eBay retro look radio I purchased after
having seen them at the CHMC Griffith Rally last
year has a great sound and FM reception along
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with Bluetooth for phone and remote control –
just imagine where I will lose that.

And to finish off
Some Aussie Chrysler products:

As well as that little project I also attacked the
rear brakes. Previously I had installed new brake
cylinders and flexible hydraulic lines but noticed
the brake shoes were not correct specification and
worn a little.
CHRYSLER was the last of the Big Three to have
a stab at the Australian family car market,
launching the Valiant in 1962 to take on Holden’s
EK and Ford’s XL. Known as the R series, the
first Valiant was built in the US and assembled at
Adelaide’s Mile End factory

So in the post all the way from England arrived
new replacements, which are now on the car.

The AP5 Valiant was released in May 1963. It
was the first Valiant model to be manufactured
in Australia rather than just assembled here. The
AP5 featured entirely new sheet-metal, with most
body panels produced in Australia
The Tamworth Spark
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The VC Valiant was longer and lower than any
previous Australian Valiant model, but was
essentially a facelift of the superseded AP6
model, with Chrysler Australia photographs of
early VC's showing them bearing the model
designation AP7. It featured a new grille, front
bumper, bonnet and front mudguards. Sedans had
new rear styling with vertical taillights.

The VE Valiant was larger than any previous
Valiant model. Styling was based on that of the
US Dodge Dart and Plymouth Valiant models
with no body panels carried over from the VC
Valiant. Also new in the VE range were dual-line
brakes, double-sided safety wheel rims, front
safety belts and power-assisted front disc brakes
on V8 models. The Valiant VIP was offered for
the first time, the new model featuring the V8
engine, automatic transmission, power steering,
front disc brakes and reclining front seats
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The original CH Series Chrysler was introduced
in November 1971 replacing the Chrysler VIPas
Chrysler’s competitor to the Ford Fairlane and
the Statesman in the Australian prestige car
market. It was offered in four-door Sedan and
two-door Hardtop models.[2] The Chrysler was
based on the VH series Chrysler Valiant, utilizing
the floorpan of the two-door Hardtop version. The
115 in (2,900 mm) wheelbase of the Chrysler was
identical to that of the Valiant Hardtop and 4 in
(100 mm) longer than that used on the Valiant
Sedan. The Chrysler also differed significantly
from the Valiant in external appearance, featuring
a four headlight grille encircled by a chrome
surround and a unique wrap-around horizontal
tail-light assembly. The frontal styling was highly
reminiscent of the 1971 US Dodge Coronet. A
long list of standard luxury equipment items set
the Chrysler further apart from the Valiant and
included front disc brakes, power assisted
steering, a push button radio with power antenna,
a carpeted boot, tinted power operated windows
and courtesy lighting which included adjustable
reading lights for rear passengers. Considerable
attention had also been taken to reduce Noise,
vibration, and harshness (NVH) with the
application of additional soundproofing material.
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